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Radiographic Reference Points
Are Inaccurate With and Without
a True Lateral Radiograph
The Importance of Anatomy in Medial
Patellofemoral Ligament Reconstruction
Connor G. Ziegler,*y MD, John P. Fulkerson,z MD, and Cory Edgar,y MD, PhD
Investigation performed at the Orthopaedic Biomechanics Laboratory,
University of Connecticut Health Center, Farmington, Connecticut, USA
Background: Studies have reported methods for radiographically delineating medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL) femoral tunnel position on a true lateral knee radiograph. However, obtaining a true lateral fluoroscopic radiograph intraoperatively can be
challenging, rendering radiographic methods for tunnel positioning potentially inaccurate.
Purpose: To quantify the magnitude of MPFL femoral tunnel malposition that occurs on true lateral and aberrant lateral knee
radiographs when using a previously reported radiographic technique for MPFL femoral tunnel localization.
Study Design: Descriptive laboratory study.
Methods: Ten fresh-frozen cadaveric knees were dissected to expose the MPFL femoral insertion and surrounding medial knee
anatomy. True lateral and aberrant lateral knee radiographs at 2.5°, 5°, and 10° off-axis were obtained with a standard mini
C-arm in 4 orientations: anterior to posterior, posterior to anterior, caudal, and cephalad. A previously reported radiographic method
for MPFL femoral localization was performed on all radiographs and compared in reference to the anatomic MPFL attachment center.
Results: The radiographic point, as previously described, was a mean distance of 4.1 mm from the anatomic MPFL attachment
on a true lateral knee radiograph. The distance between the anatomic MPFL attachment center and the radiographic point significantly increased on aberrant lateral knee radiographs with as little as 5° of rotational error in 3 of 4 orientations of rotation when
a standard mini C-arm was used. This corresponded to a malposition of 7.5, 9.2, and 8.1 mm on 5°-aberrant radiographs in the
anterior-posterior, posterior-anterior, and cephalad orientations, respectively (P \ .005). In the same 3 orientations of rotation,
MPFL tunnel malposition on the femur exceeded 5 mm on 2.5° aberrant radiographs.
Conclusion: The commonly utilized radiographic point, as previously described for MPFL femoral tunnel placement, results in
inaccurate tunnel localization on a true lateral radiograph, and this inaccuracy is perpetuated with aberrant radiography. Aberrant
lateral knee imaging of as little as 5° off-axis from true lateral has a significant effect on placement of a commonly used radiographic point relative to the anatomic MPFL femoral attachment center and results in nonanatomic MPFL tunnel placement.
Clinical Relevance: This study demonstrates that radiographic localization of the MPFL femoral tunnel results in inaccurate tunnel placement on a true lateral radiograph, particularly when there is deviation from a true lateral fluoroscopic image, which can be
difficult to obtain intraoperatively. Assessing anatomy directly intraoperatively, rather than relying solely on radiographs, may help
avoid MPFL tunnel malposition.
Keywords: medial patellofemoral ligament; medial patellofemoral ligament reconstruction; adductor tendon tubercle; patellar
instability; tunnel placement; radiographic landmarks
attenuation of the MPFL in adults18,37 and in pediatric
patients.33,51 Recurrent instability (including redislocation
and painful subluxation) and complete dislocation are
reported in up to one-third and one-half of patients, respectively, treated nonoperatively after traumatic, acute lateral patellar dislocation.38 Likewise, MPFL rupture is
considered the essential lesion of chronic lateral patellar
instability.24 MPFL reconstruction has become a popular
procedure to restore normal patellar tracking, prevent

The medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL) is the primary
stabilizer to lateral patellar translation in the first 30° of
knee flexion.6,12,28 Traumatic, acute lateral patellar dislocation is synonymously associated with rupture and/or
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symptoms of instability, and limit risk of chondral injury in
patients with chronic lateral patellar instability who have
failed nonoperative measures. Although MPFL repairs
have a reportedly unacceptable failure rate as high as
46%,3,8,20 excellent results have been reported at midterm
follow-up after MPFL reconstruction in adult and pediatric
patients.§
Anatomic tunnel placement during MPFL reconstruction,
particularly on the femur, is critical to restoring graft isometry and function. Although the gross4,19 and radiographic50
anatomy of the medial knee has been well described, nonanatomic MPFL femoral tunnel placement is common, with
proximal and anterior malposition typically reported.7,27,34,46
Associated chronic anterior knee pain, iatrogenic medial
patellar subluxation, recurrent lateral instability, increases
in graft tension, medial patellar tilt, and medial patellofemoral contact pressures, as well as medial facet overload
and resultant chondropathy, have been reported.7,13,27,35,48
Likewise, nonanatomic MPFL reconstruction is a major
risk factor for surgical failure, with a reported 67% of adolescent patients who develop recurrent patellar instability or
patellofemoral arthrosis/pain having improper femoral tunnel position that was considered preventable.27 Moreover,
80% of patients with a misplaced femoral tunnel reportedly
sustain patellar redislocation within 4 years of surgery.8
Studies have reported methods for radiographically
localizing the MPFL femoral tunnel position on a true
lateral knee radiograph.5,30,32,45,50 However, obtaining
a true lateral fluoroscopic radiograph intraoperatively,
particularly with a mini C-arm, can be very challenging,
rendering radiographic methods for tunnel placement
potentially inaccurate. In addition, misplacing the femoral
tunnel as little as 5 mm has been reported to significantly
alter graft isometry, medial patellar tilt, and peak medial
patellofemoral pressure.13,39,45 The purpose of this study
is to quantitatively assess the magnitude of MPFL femoral
tunnel malposition that occurs on both true and aberrant
lateral fluoroscopic radiographs with a previously reported
radiographic localization technique. The hypothesis is that
aberration from true lateral of as little as 5° will significantly increase MPFL femoral tunnel malposition.

METHODS
Specimen Preparation
Ten fresh-frozen cadaveric knees (5 right and 5 left) were
utilized for the present study. Knees came from donors (4
men and 6 women) with a mean age of 43 years (range,
30-85 years) and no history of knee trauma or evidence of
§

References 9, 10, 14, 21, 23, 26, 29, 40, 44.

previous ligament injury, large osteophytes, or prior disease. The specimens were stored frozen at –20°C and
thawed before use. Anatomic structures were scrutinized
and agreed upon among all authors via cadaveric dissections prior to the onset of the study. The medial knee
was dissected on all specimens, and the MPFL, adductor
magnus tendon (AMT), adductor tendon tubercle (ATT),
medial epicondyle (ME), and medial gastrocnemius tubercle (MGT) were delineated (Figure 1). Two-millimeter
stainless steel spheres (Small Parts Inc) were embedded
into the center of the MPFL femoral attachment and
most prominent points of the ME and ATT on all specimens
(Figure 2).

Image Collection and Measurements
Each specimen was mounted to a metal bracket that
allowed access for acquiring radiographs in multiple
planes with a mini C-arm (OEC MiniView 6800; General
Electric Medical Systems). Each knee specimen was positioned centrally within the circumference of the mini
C-arm between the image intensifier and x-ray tube (Figure
3). The respective circumferences of the C-arm and C-arm
rotating attachment (Figure 3) were calculated with the
equation 2pr based on the defined radii specific to the
C-arm device (p = 3.14, r = radius). This allowed the length
of a single degree of rotation along each arc to be
calculated by dividing each circumference by 360°. Subsequently, lengths along the respective circumferences were
measured and marked, corresponding to aberrations of
2.5°, 5°, and 10° along the arcs. Lateral radiographic images
were then acquired in the true lateral position, as well as
aberrations of 2.5°, 5°, and 10° in anterior-to-posterior,
posterior-to-anterior, caudal, and cephalad orientations
based on path of x-ray tube to image intensifier (Figure 4).
Locking mechanisms at both points of C-arm rotation
allowed for measurements to be made in 1 rotational plane
at a time, preventing extraneous motion in other planes. A
true lateral radiograph was verified by aligning the posterior aspects of the femoral condyles.
A previously reported radiographic point was triangulated on all radiographs with the described radiographic
reference lines, including (1) a line projected distally along
the posterior femoral cortex and (2) a line intersecting the
posterior aspect of the Blumensaat line perpendicular to
the posterior femoral cortex extension line (Figure 5).32
The shortest straight-line distances between structures,
landmarks, and radiographic lines were measured.
Straight-line distances were measured between the anatomic MPFL attachment center (indicated by radiopaque
marker) and the radiographic point32 on each true and
aberrant lateral radiograph via ImageJ (National Institutes of Health). ImageJ has been reported to demonstrate
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Figure 1. Cadaveric dissection of a left knee demonstrating
pertinent soft tissue anatomy, including the medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL), superficial medial collateral ligament (sMCL), and adductor magnus tendon (AMT). Black
circle marks the MPFL femoral attachment center, located
in an osseous depression or saddle region. Vastus medialis
elevated to better delineate the MPFL.
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Figure 2. True lateral right knee radiograph demonstrating
position of anatomic landmarks, including the medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL) femoral attachment center, medial
epicondyle (ME), and adductor tendon tubercle (ATT). The
asterisk is positioned between 2 separate points of predetermined (10 mm) length, which served for magnification
correction.

Figure 3. (A) C-arm rotating attachment showing locking mechanism. (B) C-arm photograph showing both mechanisms of rotation allowing for controlled measurements in a single rotational plane at a time. Locking mechanism of main arm of machine also
shown. (C) Apparatus used to position cadaver specimens while acquiring radiographs. The arm of the mini C-arm was positioned
such that each knee specimen was centered between the image intensifier and x-ray tube.
high reliability to 0.01 mm.1 In addition, the distance
between the anatomic MPFL femoral attachment center
and the radiographic point32 on each true lateral radiograph was measured to quantify the accuracy of this radiographic localization technique. Distances between the
anatomic MPFL attachment center and both the ATT
and the ME were also measured on a true lateral radiograph for each specimen. A predetermined length radiopaque marker was positioned in each radiograph to

allow for magnification correction (Figure 2). The same
author performed all measurements to ensure consistency
and avoid interobserver error.

Statistical Analysis
Radiographic measurements on the true and aberrant lateral knee fluoroscopic images were compared with a 1-way
repeated-measures analysis of variance, and significant
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Figure 4. Lateral right knee fluoroscopic radiographs acquired in the true lateral position (far left), as well as sequential aberrations at 2.5°, 5°, and 10° in the (A) anterior-to-posterior, (B) posterior-to-anterior, (C) cephalad, and (D) caudal orientations based
on path of the x-ray tube to image intensifier.
differences were analyzed further with the Dunnett test.
This was performed for each of the 4 orientations (anterior
to posterior, posterior to anterior, caudal, and cephalad).
For each orientation, the measurement on the true lateral
radiograph was used as the reference group. The level of
significance was set at P \ .05.

RESULTS
Anatomic MPFL Attachment and Radiographic Point
The mean distance between the anatomic MPFL femoral
attachment and the radiographic point32 was delineated
on true lateral and aberrant radiographs as listed in Table
1. On true lateral radiographs, the radiographic point32
was located a mean distance of 4.1 mm from the anatomic
MPFL attachment. This nonanatomic radiographic reference point typically resided posteroproximal or posterodistal

to the MPFL attachment center (Figure 5). The average distance between points significantly increased on 5° and 10°
aberrant radiographs (Table 1 and Figure 6).
The MPFL attachment center was consistently closer to
the ATT than the ME. The mean distances of the anatomic
MPFL attachment center to the ATT and ME were 7.8 mm
and 11.4 mm, respectively. The average distance of the
anatomic MPFL attachment center to the posterior cortex
line32 was 2.6 mm. In all but 2 specimens, the MPFL femoral attachment resided anterior to the posterior cortex
line. When the posterior position of the MPFL was
adjusted relative to the posterior cortex line (distances
given negative value) in these 2 specimens, the overall distance of the MPFL center averaged 2.3 mm anterior to the
posterior cortex line (Figure 7). Although typically located
proximal to the line extending through the most posterior
aspect of Blumensaat line and perpendicular to the posterior cortex line,32 the MPFL attachment center was located
distal to this line in some specimens. The overall mean
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TABLE 1
Distance Between Anatomic MPFL Attachment and Radiographic Point32 on True
Lateral and Aberrant Radiographs in 4 C-Arm Rotational Orientationsa
Mean Distance, mm
Anterior to Posterior
True lateral
2.5° error
5° error
10° error

4.2
5.1
7.5
11.5

6
6
6
6

Posterior to Anterior

0.53
0.60
0.74
0.88

4.1
6.5
9.2
14.2

6
6
6
6

0.49
0.65
0.85
1.28

Cephalad
4.1
5.6
8.1
11.1

6
6
6
6

0.44
0.59
0.77
0.82

Caudal
4.1
3.6
3.6
4.6

6
6
6
6

0.43
0.65
0.47
1.05

a

Results are reported as mean 6 SEM. Bolded text indicates significant difference as compared with true lateral (P \ .05). MPFL, medial
patellofemoral ligament.

Figure 5. A previously reported radiographic point (white
dot) was delineated on all radiographs per the described
radiographic reference lines, including (1) a line projected distally along the posterior femoral cortex and (2) a line intersecting the posterior aspect of the Blumensaat line perpendicular
to the posterior femoral cortex extension line (Schöttle
et al32). ATT, adductor tendon tubercle; ME, medial epicondyle; MPFL, medial patellofemoral ligament femoral attachment center.
distance from this line was 2.8 mm; however, when a negative value was given to distances where the MPFL resided
distal to this line, the MPFL attachment center averaged
1.6 mm proximal to the above described line (Figure 7).

Medial Knee Landmarks
On gross dissection, a palpable osseous depression on the
posterior aspect of the medial femoral condyle was found
on all cadaver specimens. The MPFL had a broad, oblong
femoral attachment on the femur and consistently attached
within this osseous sulcus or saddle region (Figure 1).

The ATT was located at the anterior margin of the AMT
attachment. Its position was proximal to the MPFL femoral attachment and represented the closest bony protuberance. When tensioned, the AMT pointed directly to the
saddle region as it coursed to its femoral attachment and
so represents another useful landmark. The ME resided
anterior to the bony sulcus and MPFL femoral attachment.
The MPFL draped over the ME and the femoral attachment of the superficial medial collateral ligament (sMCL)
(Figure 1).
The medial gastrocnemius tubercle (MGT) was located
at the distal margin of the medial gastrocnemius tendon
insertion on the femur adjacent to the AMT insertion and
ATT in a slightly more distal and posterior location. The
MGT should not be confused for the ATT, as they are separate structures. The MGT was positioned posterior and
distal to the saddle region and MPFL femoral attachment
and may also be used as a landmark; however, it is more
difficult to palpate than the ATT due to its larger associated tendon and more posterior location on the condyle.
The ATT serves as better landmark than the MGT given
the smaller associated tendon size and footprint, which
makes the ATT easier to palpate. Moreover, dissection at
the MGT attachment increases the risk of violating the
joint capsule.

DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates that a previously reported radiographic method32 for MPFL femoral tunnel placement
results in inaccurate tunnel localization on a true lateral
radiograph and that this inaccuracy is potentiated when
aberrant lateral knee radiographs are obtained. It is the
first to quantify the magnitude of malposition that occurs
on aberrant radiographs relative to the anatomic MPFL
femoral attachment center via a commonly applied radiographic method for MPFL tunnel localization.32 Using
this radiographic method results in significantly increased
tunnel malposition, with deviation from true lateral of as
little as 5° resulting in nonanatomic tunnel placement.
Even with a true lateral image, the radiographic reference
point32 averaged 4.1 mm from the anatomic MPFL center.
Further inaccuracy of the previously reported radiographic
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Figure 6. True lateral right knee fluoroscopic radiographs with digitally superimposed radiographs at 2.5°, 5°, and 10° of rotational aberration in the (A) anterior-to-posterior, (B) anterior-to-posterior, (C) cephalad, and (D) caudal orientations of rotation
with respect to the C-arm x-ray beam. Squares represent the anatomic MPFL attachment center. Circles represent previously
described radiographic point (Schöttle et al32) measured on each radiograph. With increasing rotational error from true lateral,
the radiographic point became increasingly inaccurate at estimating the MPFL attachment center in the anterior-to-posterior,
anterior-to-posterior, and cephalad orientations. Red = true lateral, blue = 2.5° aberration, green = 5° aberration, orange = 10°
aberration.
method32 was demonstrated in 3 of 4 orientations of rotation tested. In these 3 orientations of rotation, at 2.5° of
aberration, MPFL malposition on the femur exceeded
5 mm, which has been reported in the literature to significantly alter graft isometry, medial patellar tilt, and peak
medial patellofemoral pressure.13,39,45 The only orientation
that did not show significantly increased tunnel malposition
from the anatomic MPFL center with off-axis radiographs
was the caudal orientation. In this orientation, the C-arm
x-ray tube aimed increasingly caudal with each sequential
aberrant radiograph from true lateral. In effect, the x-ray
beam became increasingly focused on the posteromedial
aspect of the medial femoral condyle, and as a result, projection of the radiographic reference lines changed very little,
with no significant difference in distance demonstrated
with successive image aberrations between the anatomic
MPFL attachment and the radiographic point32 in this single orientation. It would be unlikely in the operative setting
for radiographic error to occur in just 1 plane, making the
findings of this study strong evidence of the inaccuracy of
radiographic estimates for anatomic structures in the setting of MPFL reconstruction.
Furthermore, the anatomic dissections carried out in
this study confirm the consistent presence of an osseous
depression or saddle region along the posteromedial aspect

of the medial femoral condyle where the MPFL reliably
attached. Overall, this previously reported anatomic
groove4 was bordered proximally by the ATT, posteriorly
by the medial gastrocnemius tubercle (MGT), and anteriorly by the posterior slope of the ME and posterior fibers
of the sMCL. Likewise, when the AMT was tensioned, it
pointed directly to the saddle region as it coursed to its
femoral attachment and thus represents another useful
landmark. Similar to the Baldwin study,4 the ATT and
ME were palpable in every specimen, and the MPFL and
its associated femoral sulcus were present in every knee.
As in the current study, Barnett et al5 looked at how
aberration from true lateral imaging affected accuracy of
tunnel position; however, they referenced change in radiographic marker position relative only to the posterior femoral cortical line, not the anatomic MPFL attachment.
Moreover, Barnett et al assessed aberration in internal
and external rotation only (representative of the anteriorto-posterior and posterior-to-anterior orientations in the
current study), not in cephalad and caudal rotation as in
the current study. As in this study, they reported significant change in radiographic marker position at 10° and
20° of aberration. The current study is the first to quantify
the magnitude of malposition that occurs on aberrant
radiographs using a commonly applied radiographic
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Figure 7. Right knee radiograph depicting the representative
anatomic MPFL femoral attachment centers and overall
MPFL attachment (white dot) averaged over 10 cadaveric
specimens per the described radiographic reference lines,
including (1) a line projected distally along the posterior femoral cortex and (2) a line intersecting the posterior aspect of
the Blumensaat line perpendicular to the posterior femoral
cortex extension line (Schöttle et al32).

method for MPFL tunnel localization32 relative to the anatomic MPFL femoral attachment center.
The location of the MPFL femoral attachment has been
variably described with locations at the ME,2,41 at the
anterior aspect of the ME,15,43 at the posterior aspect of
the ME and just distal to ATT,39 equidistant along a line
from the ME to the ATT,45 distal to the apex of the ATT
and parallel with the long axis of the femur,16 just distal
to the ATT and superoposterior to the ME,25 anterior to
the ATT,48 and distal and anterior to the ATT and posterior to the ME.4,19 It is likely that these varying descriptions are due in part to variable anatomy and variation
in dissection. Similar to that reported previously,19 the
MPFL attachment center found here was located closer
to the ATT (7.9 mm) than to the ME (11.4 mm). LaPrade
et al19 reported the MPFL center to be located 1.9 mm
anterior and 3.8 mm distal to the ATT and 10.6 mm proximal and 8.8 mm posterior to the ME. Like Fujino et al,16
we found the ATT to be the most easily discernable prominence in the vicinity of the MPFL attachment. The apex of
the ATT was easier to identify than the ME, which was
a broad, flat elevation on the medial femoral condyle.
The MPFL femoral attachment coincided with an osseous
sulcus in the medial femoral condyle just distal to the
ATT, anterior to the MGT, and at the posterior aspect of
the gradual slope of the ME. Along with the ATT, this sulcus can be palpated to localize the anatomic femoral tunnel
position during MPFL reconstruction. Within this sulcus,

139

it should be noted that the MPFL has a broad femoral
attachment similarly reported in other studies.4,16,49
Knees with anatomic anomalies such as patella alta,
trochlear dysplasia, quadriceps dysplasia, patellar tilt,
and anterior tibial tubercle lateralization have a reported
high association with symptomatic patellar instability
when compared with control knees11 and may also have
altered ME and ATT anatomy as suggested by Servien
et al.34 Recent studies16,31 reported great anatomic variability of the ATT position assessed with computed tomography (CT) scans. Likewise, Sanchis-Alfonso et al31 argued
against the use of radiographic methods, as they do not
account for anatomic variations in medial knee anatomy,
particularly the ATT, thereby reflecting an added risk for
malposition. Although variability in the ATT position was
also observed in this study, its distance relative to the
MPFL attachment was fairly consistent, averaging 7.9 6
1.2 mm. Fujino et al16 reported this distance to be 10.6 6
2.5 mm. The current study marked anatomic structures
with steel spheres and measured distances on radiographs,
while Fujino et al16 made measurements on CT scans. The
methods in which measurements were made may reflect
the slight difference noted; however, both reports agree
on the utility of the ATT as a landmark. Moreover, the
actual anatomy is more complex than simply the MPFL,
as some of the medial restraints extend to the distal quadriceps tendon22 and are more appropriately called the
medial quadriceps tendon–femoral ligament as described
by Fulkerson and Edgar.17 These medial restraints emanate from the distal anterior extent of the ATT and proximal to the MPFL. Anatomy of this medial patellofemoral
ligamentous complex is therefore multifaceted, making
anatomic knowledge and precision even more important.
Likewise, comparison of the anatomic findings in cadavers
with preexisting patellofemoral pathologic changes to
a group without such changes is worth investigating.
Schöttle et al32 reported that the MPFL tunnel center
should be placed 1.3 mm anterior to the posterior femoral
cortex extension line and 3 mm proximal to a line intersecting the posterior aspect of Blumensaat line and perpendicular to the posterior cortex line. Similarly, Stephen et al45
reported the MPFL attachment center to be 3.2 mm proximal to the line through the most posterior part of Blumensaat line, though 1.3 mm posterior, rather than anterior,
to the posterior femoral cortex line. Redfern et al30 also
reported a more posterior femoral attachment, located on
average 0.5 mm anterior to the posterior femoral cortex
line and 3 mm proximal to the apex where the posterior cortex line intersects Blumensaat line. In contrast, Barnett
et al5 reported the MPFL femoral attachment center to be
located 2.5 mm more anterior than that reported by Schöttle
et al,32 as well as nearly 4 mm distal to the previously
described location using the same radiographic lines.
Wijdicks et al50 also reported a more anterior position of
the MPFL attachment, placing it 8.8 mm anterior to the
posterior femoral cortex line, 7.5 mm more anterior than
that reported by Schöttle et al32 while nearly identical in
location in the proximal-to-distal plane. The current study
found that the anatomic MPFL attachment was located
a mean of 2.3 mm anterior to the posterior cortex line and
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1.2 mm proximal to the line through the most posterior
aspect of Blumensaat line. Thus, it is evident that there is
discrepancy in the literature regarding the MPFL femoral
attachment based on radiographic techniques, indicating
that their use is a potentially inaccurate means of tunnel
localization even on true lateral radiographs. The discrepancy may be explained in part by the relatively low specimen numbers in these studies, which ranged from 8 to 11
cadaveric knees, including 10 specimens in the current
study. Such low specimen numbers may not give a complete
picture of the anatomic variability existing in the general
population, thus highlighting the importance of carefully
assessing attachment anatomy rather than relying on percutaneous radiographic techniques.
Moreover, there is inherent room for error with radiographic methods, even with a true lateral view, which may
also explain the inconsistencies in the literature. It is unclear
in the original article by Schöttle et al32 which aspect of the
posterior cortical extension to select. Redfern et al30 also discussed this and confirmed from the original article’s lead
author32 that the most posterior portion of the posterior cortex was used on the lateral radiographs. This methodology
was employed in the current study. However, given the natural femoral bow and variation in this curve as a result of
a patient’s history of weightbearing activity,45 as well as
the often limited view of the femoral shaft with a mini
C-arm, the selection of points to cast the posterior femoral
cortex line can be difficult, leading to inaccuracy in the
posterior-to-anterior and anterior-to-posterior planes. As
opposed to making actual lines and objective measurements
via a picture archiving and communication system or on
plain radiographs, making such estimates intraoperatively
is largely subjective, expanding the room for error.
Likewise, the current study found that even on a true
lateral image, the previously reported radiographic point32
was located a mean of 4.1 mm from the anatomic MPFL
attachment center. Similarly, in a controlled laboratory
study based on true lateral radiographs and cadaver dissections, Redfern et al30 reported an average distance (malposition) of 3.6 mm between the anatomic MPFL center
and a percutaneously derived femoral tunnel created using
the previously reported method.32 The authors went on to
comment that any deviation from a true lateral view was
noted to affect accuracy of percutaneous tunnel placement.
Sanchis-Alfonso et al31 used 3-dimensional CT scans to
assess the accuracy of 2 methods of radiographic tunnel
localization32,45 by measuring tunnel overlap with an anatomically based tunnel according to a mathematical model.
When considering an overlap area .50% of the anatomic
tunnel area to be reasonable, they reported a substantial
rate of malposition, with only 33% and 17% of knees having .50% overlap with the methods defined by Schöttle
et al32 and Stephen et al,45 respectively. The findings of
the current study appear consistent with those of
Sanchis-Alfonso et al,31 given that the average distance
between the anatomic MPFL attachment center and the
radiographic point was 4.1 mm on a true lateral radiograph, leaving a maximum theoretical overlap of 2.9 mm
based on standard 7-mm tunnels. Therefore, similar to
the studies of Redfern et al30 and Sanchis-Alfanso et al,31

the current study found tunnel malposition to occur on
true lateral imaging using the Schöttle et al32 technique.
In contrast, however, neither Redfern et al30 nor
Sanchis-Alfanso et al31 assessed how this malposition
potentiated with deviation from true lateral radiographs.
These findings are notable given the wide use of radiographic methods in clinical practice, particularly that
defined by Schöttle et al.32
With studies reporting malposition of as little as 5 mm
significantly altering graft isometry, medial patellar tilt,
and peak medial patellofemoral pressure,13,39,45 it is understandable how aberrant lateral imaging during percutaneous MPFL femoral tunnel placement can potentiate tunnel
malposition. Moreover, it is highly probable that malposition
\5 mm would significantly affect graft isometry in a study
with a higher number of cadaveric specimens and testing
conditions involving graft tunnel placement at increments
\5 mm from the anatomic MPFL center. The primary findings of this study are 2-fold: (1) that the referenced radiographic method is inaccurate even on a true lateral
radiograph and (2) that deviation from true lateral increases
the inaccuracy of MPFL femoral tunnel placement. These
findings therefore argue against sole reliance on this radiographic method of femoral tunnel localization in MPFL
reconstruction. These findings can also be applied to more
recent radiographic techniques, both novel45 and revised30
from Schöttle et al,32 as aberrant imaging will similarly
affect these methods of localization.
Moreover, the results of this study are important given
that improper femoral tunnel localization has been
reported to negatively affect postoperative outcome after
MPFL reconstruction, with a reported 67% of adolescent
patients developing recurrent patellar instability or patellofemoral arthrosis/pain27 and 80% of patients sustaining
patellar redislocation within 4 years of surgery.8 In addition, the femoral attachment position is reportedly critical
to graft length changes in MPFL reconstruction, and the
femoral tunnel center determines the graft length change
pattern.47 The same authors reported that length change
pattern also determined early knee range of motion recovery and postoperative patellar alignment and suggested
femoral tunnel position as being important to achieve
good postoperative outcome. Furthermore, the most important factor affecting graft isometry is reported to be the
position of the femoral attachment site.42 Small error in
the femoral tunnel placement combined with a small error
in tensioning can reportedly result in either loss of flexion
(femoral position too proximal) or an extensor lag as
a result of an overtight graft in full extension (femoral position too distal).48 With graft strength exceeding the native
MPFL, the importance of anatomic MPFL reconstruction
and minimizing the effect of the patellar stabilization on
areas of articular cartilage damage is compounded in
patients with underlying patellar chondropathy—a common finding in patients with patellofemoral instability
and history of dislocation.33 This is particularly significant
given the potential for medial facet overload, with a reported
50% increase in peak medial patellofemoral pressure when
an overtightened MPFL graft is positioned proximally on
the femur.13 Similarly, Bollier et al7 reported the
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complications of medial patellofemoral articular overload, iatrogenic medial subluxation, and recurrent lateral instability
in a group of patients with prior anterior and proximal MPFL
femoral tunnel malposition.
With the goal of ligament reconstructive surgery to recreate anatomy, the only way to ensure anatomic placement
of the MPFL femoral tunnel is to assess the posteromedial
knee anatomy intraoperatively. Rather than performing
percutaneous32 or purely arthroscopic techniques,36 we suggest palpating the AMT, ATT, and ME, marking these
structures and then making an incision over the posteromedial knee large enough to visualize the AMT and sMCL
insertion. The surgical window should allow enough room
for delineating these anatomic structures, as well as the
anatomic saddle region where the MPFL attaches, which
should also be palpated. Subsequently, it is recommended
that a guide wire be inserted into the desired femoral location, followed by confirmation of accurate placement by
rechecking anatomy, assessing graft isometry with free
suture, and last, using fluoroscopy.

CONCLUSION
This study demonstrates that the radiographic tunnel
localization method reported by Schöttle et al32 lacks precision on a true lateral radiograph and that aberration
from true lateral potentiates this inaccuracy, making
such radiographic techniques obsolete. This is particularly
important given that a true lateral image is often difficult
to obtain intraoperatively and that measurements in the
operative suite are largely subjective. The MPFL femoral
attachment site is more accurately determined by its anatomic landmarks, particularly the ATT and the MPFL sulcus, rather than a radiographic reference. To improve the
accuracy of MPFL femoral tunnel placement, thorough
assessment of anatomy is necessary, and reliance on radiographic methods is discouraged.
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